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Earn more than interest!

Our mission at Equity is to provide crypto users an option that works like a 

traditional savings account at a bank. Holders of Equity will receive 

reflections from the transaction tax in a user selectable coin such as BUSD or 

USDC or any other token. *Reflections earned are not interest. 



Buy and sell transaction taxes are variable and set by the user. By default
10% tax is used and allows the holder to receive reflections. Users have a
choice of tax ranging from 5% to 25%. 



All tax charged on transactions is pooled for reflections to the holders. Due
to the variable nature of the tax reflections are divided as shown in the
following chart. 
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A small amount of additional gas is charged on each transaction, this is used
to send reflections to holders. This additional gas is variable but will never be
more than 3 times normal gas per chain, I.E. gas less than $1.50 on BSC
allowing us to pay 8-10 holders reflections each transaction. 



The team and marketing are paid in reflections alone, no tokens are held by
the team. We do not need to hold tokens to receive reflections. The team
truly do not get paid unless the holders get paid. There is no lock because
there are no tokens to sell. 


Token Distribution
We have a circulating supply of 1,000,000 coins.
Polygon: 1,000,000 Equity


Presale: 543,001 


Quickswap (LP): 325,800/Polygon + 102,746/USDC = 428546 Rebalance/
burn*: 17,593 


Dxsale fees: 10,860
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Team
Our development team consists of 4 members, we are all long time crypto
enthusiasts and very active in the community. We have all been very active in
the BSC space over the last year and are certified diamond hands. We have
built several of the best crypto communities on Discord including several
high profile projects. We will not name drop but if you are part of these
communities you will know us.

Project Manager



James Woodfin AKA Dookiejones on Discord, Twitter, Telegram and Steam.



Business Development Manager



LaÐy Ninja on Discord and Telegram, Crypto LaÐy Ninja on Twitter.



Community Manager



Diesela3 on Discord and Telegram.



Lead Engineer



Deathwing on Discord and Deathwing1337 on Telegram.
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Road Map
Stage one: Complete and test contract, website, dashboard.


Stage two: Complete private sale, security audit of contract, marketing for
presale.


Stage three: Complete presale and launch token.


Stage four: Continuous marketing. Implement community feedback as
necessary. 
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Security

Security is our number one goal. We have been a part of the BSC space for
nearly as long as it has existed. We have all been rug pulled more times than
we care to admit. As such, our focus is on the security of your funds.



Our LP and marketing wallets are all using Gnosis Safe Multisig verification
so no one team member can access these funds. The LP wallet will be
locked in 4 month intervals because we expect Pancake V3 soon and will
migrate once available. We will be maintaining our LP locks quarterly for the
life of the project.  



Our team and marketing wallets will be locked by the contract for 1 year at
minimum, those wallets will not be able to buy, sell or transfer Equity until the
lock has expired.
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Audits
Listed below are the audits we have submitted for our contract and audits for
any outside services we will use.


Gnosis audits can be found here: https://gnosis-safe.io/security  
Coinscope audits can be found here: https://www.coinscope.co/coin/equity


Coinscope KYC certifications can be found here: 

https://github.com/coinscope-co/kyc/blob/main/equity/kyc.png
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